
As Like

Name: Result: Date: __/22  __/__/20__

How well Kate was to know that name; but that night it seemed, _______
everything else, only very queer.
1.

Her words showed it, at a time _______ this to be worrying about them fool
calves getting out.
2.

His face is _______ white _______ death.3.

I felt _______ if I had eaten a full meal.4.

I was, in an instant, face to face with a strange dim tragedy, the _______ of
which I had never known, the stress of which I could never fully know.
5.

It seemed _______ if he did not hear.6.

We own that sermons have a little to say for themselves; above all, that the
impossibility of replying to them has its advantages in a case _______ this.
7.

She had not, _______ the others, the fair complexion and pure Grecian
features of her mother.
8.

_______ we advanced, the aspect changed.9.

The last sentence was responded to by one of the band, and something
_______ a bowl was put into my hands.
10.

The duties of a jury in a case _______ this are exceedingly simple, but
perhaps it may be advisable that I should briefly remind you in what they
consist.

11.

I have not seen them yet, but their very presence, the circumstance that
somewhere within these walls there are comrades, men who, _______
myself, suffer for an ideal-the thought holds a deep satisfaction for me.

12.

It was not so awful _______ she had thought.13.

The mail, _______ everything else, had to await the will of the waters, or,
perhaps I should say, the convenience of the moon.
14.
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They had the feeling that they were helping to set a mouse-trap to catch a
lion-or something _______ that.
15.

_______ it was, I answered nothing.16.

I came back _______ ignorant _______ I went.17.

They could speak and understand French, but in a case _______ this,
where they wanted a detailed and scientific explanation, their own tongue
would better serve them.

18.

She looked _______ if she had seen a ghost.19.

His real opinion, _______ everything else, he held prudently in reserve.20.
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